PETER VAN BUREN SAYS
“BLOWJOB” TO HILLARY
CLINTON
Actually, he didn’t say blowjob. He said this,
in a post pointing out the State Department’s
rather inconsistent evaluation of what does and
does not constitute poor judgment.
What if a video existed that showed a
prominent State Department VIP on the
roof of the Republican Palace in Baghdad
receiving, um, pleasure of an oral
nature from another State Department
officer not his wife, or even his
journalist mistress of the time? What if
that video has been passed around among
Marine Security Guards at the Embassy to
the point where it is considered “viral”
with many copies made? What if the
Deputy Chief of Mission, hand in hand
with the Diplomatic Security chief (RSO)
at the time, decided that the whole
thing needed to be swept under the rug
and made to go away, at least until some
blogger got a hold of it.
Would that count as poor judgement? What
if it was published during his oftdelayed Congressional hearings? Funny
that State aggressively punishes some
extramarital fooling around while
ignoring other, er, well-documented
cases.
Or would the State Department once again
excuse the act itself and instead punish
the person who made the act public,
claiming THAT was the example of poor
judgement, the crime of not hiding
State’s dirty laundry at a sensitive
time?

Now, I have no idea who the VIP in question is
(though I am rather interested in which

journalist was sleeping with said VIP when he
wasn’t otherwise engaged getting blowjobs on the
roof of the Republican Palace, as it presumably
affects her coverage).
I do, however, find the insinuation that Hillary
chose to discipline someone who exposed such a
spectacular blowjob rather than the blowjob
recipient.
Unlike Van Buren, I really have zero problem
that Hillary had a beer and went dancing in
Colombia. But you’d think Hillary wouldn’t be
using her authority to protect inappropriate
blowjobs.

